
1) Annie and her quilt can be printed for sewing using any high quality printable fabrics such as “Printed Treasures” 
pima cotton 200   thread count. (If you are spoiling your UFDC Stella doll, consider using the smallest doll.)

2) To print, scan these pages to your computer or download pdf from www.ufdc.org, and print with ink jet home 
printers. Carefully follow the instructions included in printable fabric package. Most require a drying time and a 
pressing with hot iron to seal the ink before removing the paper backing.

3) Cut out doll images exactly along dotted outer lines. Cut out the quilt along the outer edge of the pink fabric 
border.

4) For best results, with right sides together baste carefully along the colored edge of doll. Make sure to precisely 
match edges of front and back sides.

5) You will need to use the printed quilt front as a pattern to cut out the coordinating piece of backing fabric. With 
right sides together sew along the dotted seam line on the edge of the pink border and leave open between the 
marked dots.

5) Clip at inner and outer curves. Turn right side out.
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6) The quilt can be closed with a whip stitch at this point. Press flat and then quilt along dotted stitch lines if 
desired. The doll should be stuffed firmly and evenly. A knitting needle can help when stuffing narrow areas.

7) Halfway whip stitch the side of doll closed, continue to stuff then stitch to the end.
 For additional dimension, a running quilt stitch between the lower edge of skirt and boots will make the skirt 

stand out. Also try quilting between the inner sleeves and apron edges.

Supplies needed:
Inkjet Printable Fabric/Instructions

Computer and Inkjet Printer
Scissors

Stuffing of Either Cotton, Wool or Polyester
Needle and Thread

Backing Fabric for Quilt
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